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1. Notations and Results 
By a pseudo-free circle action, we mean a fixed point free action of the circle group 
G, consisting of complex numbers of absolute value 1, with the property that 
exceptional orbits are isolated. Throughout this paper, we shall be concerned with 
(4n - 1)-dimensional smooth closed oriented manifolds with smooth effective 
orientation preserving pseudo-free circle actions. 
Let X be such a manifold and E be the union of all exceptional orbits of X. 
Then E” = E/G is a finite subset of the orbit space X* (=X/G). If E” = 
{XT,. . . , XT}, X is called a manifold with singularities x7,. . , x:. Let m be the 
least common multiple of the orders of G,,, j = 1, . . . , s, where G,, denotes the 
isotropy group at X~ Factor by the C, (=Z/ mZ)-action inside the circle action to 
get a principle G-bundle 5: X/C,,,+ X*. Then X* and X/C,,, are rational 
cohomology manifolds even though they may not be manifolds. 
Suppose cl( 5) E H2(X*: Q) is the Chern class of the corresponding complex line 
bundle. Then we call a cohomology class, 
cl = (Ilm)c,(6), (1.1) 
the Chern class of the Seifert fibration X + X*. Let Ann(q) = 
{aEH 2n-2(X*; Q) 1 (Y u c, = 0} and define a bilinear form puw on a vector space 
W = H2+2 (X*; Q)/Ann(c,) by 
~CLw((Y,p)=(C,uLYuP;[X*])E~, LY,PE w. (1.2) 
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Then pw is a symmetric nonsingular bilinear form, which depends not only on X 
but also on a given circle action 0 on it. The Witt class represented by the rational 
form ( W, pw) is called a cohomology invariant w( G, X, 0) of (G, X, 0). 
Let C, be a cyclic group of order a and let b be an integer relatively prime to a. 
Then w(b/a) denotes an element of the Witt group W(O/Z) of finite forms 
represented by (C,,f), where f( 1, 1) = b/a E O/Z. 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following two theorems: 
1.3. Theorem. Suppose X is a (4n - l)-manzfold, n 22, described above and 
(aj; r:, . . ) r:, ) is an oriented slice invariant corresponding to a singularity XT for 
j = 1,. . . , s. Then the Witt class Lk(X) of a torsion linking form of X is 
-w(ri . . . ri,/o,)-. . .- w(rs . . . &/a,)-aw(G, X, e), 
where 8 is the map in the Knebush sequence (1.6). Moreover, if the orientation is 
switched, then all negative signs in the formula are switched to positive signs. 
We do not know much about the strange invariant w( G, X, 0). But the theorem 
tells us a relation between two invariants Lk( M) and w(G, X, 0). Hence it can be 
used to compute one of them when the other is’ known. 
By a Seifert manifold, we mean an oriented closed 3-manifold M admitting a 
fixed point free effective circle action. That is, a Seifert manifold is just the special 
case n = 1. Such a manifold is equivariantly classified by its Seifert invariant [9, 121. 
In this paper, we shall use non-normalized Seifert invariants. They are described 
in Section 4. Our orientation conventions for Seifert manifolds is the same as that 
adopted in [6,9,11]. 
1.4. Theorem. Let M be a Seifert manifold with associated Seifert invariant 
(g: (o,,p,) ,..., ((u.,,p,)) andsupposep/qise(M)=Cf=, (/3,/oj) expressedinlowest 
term. Then the Witt class of a torsion linking form of M is 
-w(/3,/a*)-. . .- w(P,I~,) - +41/m) if e(M) f 0, 
- WIl~l) -. . . - WW~s) if e(M) = 0. 
Since reversing the orientation of M replaces the Seifert invariant (g: (ai, p,)) by 
(g: (a,, -p,)) and hence replaces l/pq by -l/pq, the Witt class of a torsion linking 
form of -M is ~@,/a,)+. . .+ w(/~~/(Y,)+ w(l/pq) or w(pJ(~,)+. . .+ ~(p.~/a,) 
according as e(M) # 0 or e(M) = 0. 
The torsion linking form of a closed oriented (4n - 1)-manifold X is a symmetric 
non-singular finite form defined by A(x, y) = (zu x, [X])E Q/Z, where x, y E 
Tor H2”(X: Z) and z is a pre-image of y under the Bockstein homomorphism 
H 2n-‘(X; Q/Z)+ H2”(X; Z). The Witt class represented by (Tor H2”(X; Z), A) is 
called the Witt class of a torsion linking form of X and it is denoted by Lk(X) E 
W(Q/Z). 
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Suppose B is a closed oriented 4n-manifold with dB = X and let V be the image 
of the homomorphismj*: H2”( B, ~JB; Cl) + H2”( B; Q). Then there exists a symmetric 
non-singular bilinear form pv : V x V+ Q defined by 
pv(j*x,i*y) = lx uj*y, LB, aBl>~ Q. 
This form represents an element w(B) of the Witt group W(Q) of rational forms. 
It follows from [l] that if an orientation of B induces the positive orientation of dB 
then we have 
Lk(dB) = -d(w(B)). 
Here 8 is the map in the Knebush sequence, 
0+ W(Z) + W(Q) 5 W(Q/B) + 0. 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
Let 7r: X + X/G be the Seifert fibration. Then the mapping cylinder M( 7~) of v 
may not be a manifold in general. Cutting out the small neighborhoods of the 
singularities XT,. . . , xt from M( 7~), we obtain a closed oriented 4n-manifold B. In 
Section 2, it will be shown that the boundary of B is a disjoint union of X and 
several (4n - 1)-dimensional lens spaces. It will be shown in Section 3 that w(B) 
is actually the invariant w( G, X, 0). By assembling these results and by using (1.5), 
we give the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
Although we can prove Theorem 1.4 by using similar techniques to those used 
in the proof of Theorem 1.3, regarding a Seifert manifold as a boundary of a plumbed 
manifold, we do have a shorter proof (the author is indebted to Professor Walter 
D. Neumann for pointing out this alternative proof). In Section 4, we give the proof 
of Theorem 1.4 and have some examples supporting the formula in the theorem. 
Finally, we prove that any Witt class of a finite form can be realized by a Seifert 
manifold in Section 5. 
If Y is an oriented manifold with an action of a group G and Y/G is an oriented 
manifold, orient Y/G so that the orientation of Y/G followed by the natural 
orientation of the orbits gives the orientation of Y. Orient the boundary of an 
oriented manifold Y so that an orientation of aY followed by an inward normal 
vector gives the orientation of Y. 
All actions are assumed to be smooth and effective. Manifolds are also assumed 
to be smooth unless it is said to be the contrary. 
2. The 4n-manifold B and oriented slice invariants 
Throughout this and the next section, X denotes a closed oriented (4n - 
1)-manifold (n 2 2) supporting a pseudo-free action of a circle group G and 
* 
Xl>..., xf are its singularities. Then X* -{XT,. . . , xf} is a (4n -2)-manifold even 
though X* may not be. 
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If x* is one of the singularities, then an invariant tubular neighborhood of an 
exceptional orbit through x is topologically equivalent to (G, G xc, D4”-‘) where 
C, = G,= G and the action of C, on G={z,/z,?,=l} and D4n-2= 
{(z,, . . ‘, z,,) / zzzz +. . . + ZZnZZn s 1) is given as follows: 
hXZ,-+h’lZ,, A = exp(27ri/a), 
AX(ZZ,..., z,,) + p(A)(z,, . . . , %I). (2.1) 
Here p: C, -+ SO(4n - 2) is a slice representation and it is faithful, since the action 
is effective and G ‘is abelian. 
It follows from a maximal torus theorem that there exists an element h E SO(4n - 2) 
such that hp( A)h-’ E SO(2) x. . . x SO(2) = SO(4n - 2). Define a diagonal C,-action 
on G x D4”-2 as follows: 
A xz,+Arlz,, 
A x(z,, . . . , zZn)+ hp(A)h-‘(z~,. . . , z,,). 
(2.2) 
Then a map $J of G xD~~~’ onto itself defined by 4(z,, (z,,. . . , z,,))= 
(z,, h(z2,. . ., z,,)) induces an equivariant homeomorphism 4” of (G, (G X D4n-2)/ 
C, via (2.1)) onto (G, (G x D4n-2)/ C, via (2.2)). Hence we can assume that p(A) = 
(Arz, A’3,. . , Arz,s). We call the tuple of integers (a; rl, r2,. . . , rZn) the oriented slice 
invariant of a singularity x* (we may normalize so that r, = 1, but in this paper we 
use non-normalized slice invariants). gcd(r,, a) = 1, for i = 1,2, . . . ,2n, since excep- 
tional orbits are isolated. 
2.3. Consider the diagonal action of C, restricted to a( G x D4”-‘) = G x S4np3. Then 
we have the following commutative diagram: 
(G, GxS4”-“, C,) + (G, G xc,. S4”-3) 
I I 
v’ G\ I 
(S - S4n-3/Cn 
Hence 
f=(idxp) u p’:[O, l]x(GxS4”-‘) u S4”-‘+[O, l]x(GX,;,S 4n-3) u (S4”~3/C,) 
induces a continuous map 7: M(V) = D2 x S4”-j + M(d), where M(v) and M(v’) 
are the mapping cylinders of v and v’, respectively. 
Since i-‘([ t, z,, ( z2, . . . , z,,)]) is an orbit through (tz,, z2,. . , z2,,) under the 
diagonal action of C, on D2 x S4n-3, f induces a homeomorphism of 0’ Xc.,. S4” ~’ 
onto M( v’). 
2.4. By abusing notations, v’ denotes the orbit map 
G xc, D4”-2 c;\ G\( G xc, D4”m2) = D4”-2/ C,. 
Then D4np2/Cn c X* is a cone over S4n-3/Ccr with a singularity x* as a vertex. 
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Let E be a subset [0, l/2] x (G x int( D4n-2)) u (int( D4”-2))/ - of the mapping 
cylinder of Y’. Then E is actually a small neighborhood of a singularity x* in M( rr), 
the mapping cylinder of the Seifert fibration X + X*. We claim that the boundary 
component al? created by cutting out E from M(r) is a lens space 
L 4n-‘(a; r,, r2,. . . , rZn): 
Define an action of the cyclic group C, on 02 x D‘+2 = 
{(z,,(z2 ,..., z,,))Iz,t,+ z,z,+...+z2,,Z2,,~1}by 
A x(z,, (z,, . .) Z*n))+(hrlZ,, A’ZZ,, . . .) h’Z,~Z:,), 
A =exp(2mi/cy). Then the quotient space a(D2 x D4”m2)/C, is a lens space 
L4”-‘(a; r,, . . , r2,,). Now a( D2 x D4”P2)/Ca is actually the space (S’ xc, D4”-2) u 
( D2 xc, S4”P3 ) attached along their boundaries S’ xc, S4”P3. The boundary com- 
ponent a_I? created by removing E from M( rr) can be regarded as (G xc, D4”m2) u 
M(v’) attached along their boundaries. We have shown in (2.3) that M( v’) is 
homoemorphic to D2 xc,, S4”-3. Hence the boundary component al? is a lens space 
L 4n-I (a; rl, . . . , rZn). 
We summarize these facts in the following. 
2.5. Lemma. Let (a,; ri, ri, . . . , r;“) be an oriented slice invariant corresponding to 
a singularity x:, j = 1,2, . . . , s. Suppose M( TT) denotes the mapping cylinder of a 
Seifert jibration X-+X*. Then B = M(T) -U {E, (j = 1,. . . , s} is a compact 4n- 
manifold and aB is a disjoint union of X and lens spaces L4”P’(cyj; r{, . . . , r<“), 
j=l,2,..., s. Here E, is a neighborhood of XT constructed above. 
2.6. Let Nk = M(T) -U {E, 11 c j s k}. Then the Mayer-Vietoris sequence with 
rational coefficients for (N’, E,) gives rise to 
O+ &(N’)+ &(M(r))+Q 
+ Knpr(N’) + K-*(M(r))+ 0. 
Since M(T) = X*, we have H4,,( M(n)) = H4n-,( M(T)) = 0. Successive applications 
of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for ( Nk, Ek), k = 1,2, . . . , s yield H4,,( B ; ‘l3) = 0, 
H4,_I(B; Q) = Q’, H2”( B; Q) = H2,,(X*; aS). Furthermore, from the homology exact 
sequence for (B, aB), we have an exact sequence 
O+ H4,(B,i)B;Q)~QSS+1~69S~, 
which implies H4n( B, ?JB; Z) = Z. Hence B is a compact oriented 4n-manifold. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
3.1. Let X be such a manifold described in Section 1; XT, . . . , x$ are the singularities 
of X and a cyclic group C,, of order aj is the isotropy group at xP Suppose m is 
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the least common multiple of (Y~, _. . , a,. Then, factoring by the C,-action inside 
the pseudo-free circle group, we have the following commutative diagram of maps: 
Recall that M(n) and M(Z) denote the mapping cylinder of ‘TT and 72 respectively 
and 2 and X* are rational cohomology manifolds. Since X + X* is a principal 
circle bundle, there exists U E H*(M(&), 2; Q) (Thorn class) such that 
CD*: H*(X*; Q) --ff+ H*(M(;); IQ) vu> ff*(M(+), 2; cl) 
and 
are isomorphisms. The commutative diagram implies that a map (f xid) u id: (X x 
[0, 11) u X* + (2 x[O, 11) D X” induces a well-defined continuous map F: M(T) + 
M(E). 
3.2. Since f* : H4_,(X; Q) + &-,(%; Q) . IS a multiplication by m, it follows from 
the homology ladder of F: (M(r), X) + (M( 77), 2) that an induced homomorphism 
F,:H,,(M(~),X:d9)~H,,(M(7;),~;a;P) is also a multiplication by m. 
Suppose [X]E F&,-,(X; Z)@Q be a fundamental class of an oriented manifold 
X. The cohomology manifolds 2 and X” are oriented by the following diagram: 
0 -+ H&M(r), X: Q) a K+*(X; Q) + 0 
F* 5 f* 
That is, (l/m)F,([M(r), Xl) = a,,, @.Ju4,,) and (llmlf*([Xl) are fundamental 
classes of M(E), X* and X respectively, where d([M(r), Xl) =[Xl. 
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3.3. The following diagram is commutative: 
6 
j H2”(M(7;), 2; Q) j* 
i* 
- H2n( M( Tr); a) -- 
h 
229 
Here c,(t) is the Chern class of the principal circle bundle 5: X+ X”. In fact, 
G*(p u c,(5)) = 7T*(p u ;*+I .* (J U))=7;*(/3)uj*U=j*(+*@)u U). 
Recall c, = (l/m)c,(t) and Ann(c,) = {/3 E H2’“P’)(X*; O)l p u c, = O}. The com- 
mutative diagram implies that the vector space W = H2’“m’)(X*; Q)/Ann(c,) is 
isomorphic onto coker 6 = im j* = c by Thorn isomorphism @*. Furthermore, we 
have 
Pc(@*(a), Q*(P)) = (j”(@“(a)) u Q*(P), a&J 
=F({~*(~;*(cz)u U)u(7;*(p)u U)}na,,) 
=~‘({[j*‘IT*(a)uj*U]u[7;*(~)u U]}na4,) 
=F”((LYU~*~‘(~*U)U~)~@,(U)) 
= l-4~ u c,(5) u A [x*1) 
= W.,(~ u Cl u P, [x*1). 
Hence ( W, mpu,) and (? PG) are isometric. 
Let E, be a neighborhood of a singularity xf described in (2.4) and B = 
M(rr-U{E,lj=l,..., s}. Then we have shown in (2.6) that B is a compact 
oriented 4n-manifold. Recall w(B) denotes a Witt class represented by (V, pv), 
where V is the image of j*:H*“(B,aB;Q)+ H2”(B;Q) and pv(qp)= 
((Y’u p, [IS, as]), j*(cr’) = cr. 
3.4. Lemma. w(B) = w( G, X, 0). 




H2”(M(57); a) - P(X; Q) 
F; = .f+ 
6 
’ H2”(M(rr),X;Q) J* 
I ! 
H2”(M(7r); Cl) I* H2”(X; Q) 
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Since there is a transfer map j_~ such that pp(p) = (order of C,,,)p (see [2]), f* is 
a monomorphism. Moreover, Ff is an isomorphism, since M(e) = X* = M(rr). 
Hence FT isomorphically maps e = im j” onto V’ = im j*. 
It was shown in (3.2) that F,,: EL,,,(M(r), X; Q)- H4,,(M(7;), 2; Cl) is a multi- 
plication by m. Hence we have 
~dF?J*ih(~), F?j*(P)) = w~J”(~Y),I”(P)). (3.5) 
In other words, (V’, pv.) is isometric to (e rnp~). 
By successive applications of Mayer-Vietoris cohomology sequences for ( Nk, Ek), 
k=1,2,..., n (see (2.6)), we can show that H2”( M( rr); Q) + H2”( B; Q) induced 
by an inclusion is isomorphic. Let l? = U {I?, 11 s j < s}. Then we have a commutative 
diagram, 
H2”(M( ?T), x; cl) + H2”(M(T),X”E;Q) T H2”(B,dB;Q) 
Hence we have im j” = im jT = im j,* = V. 
Let an orientation class of B be the image of the orientation class [M(rr), X] by 
the map p, where p is the composition of maps 
H4n(M(7r), x: a) k* H4n(M(n), Xv I?; Q) = &,(B, aB; Cl). 
= = 
Then we have 
dJ’fa,j$P) = (a uj?P, LB, W) 
= (a’uj*P’, [M(T), Xl) 
= pv'(j*a', j*p') 
= rnpo( FT-‘j*cx’, FTP’j*p’) by (3.5). 
where a’= q-r(a), /3’= q-‘(p) and q is a composition of k*-’ and excision. On the 
other hand, it was shown in (3.3) that (c, pv) is isometric to (W, mpw). Hence 
(V, pv) is isometric to (W, m2pw) which implies w( V, pv) = w( W, pw) = 
w( G, X, 0) E W(Q/Z) q 
3.5. Example. Define an action of a circle group G on S4”-’ = {(z,, . . . , ~2,) E 
c2y z,Z,+~~~+z2,Z2,=1}byzx(z ,,..., z,,)~(zz, ,..., zz,,),z~=l.Factorbythe 
C,-action inside the circle action to get a commutative diagram, 
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Then it is not difficult to check pLw(c,( y)“-‘, c,(y)“-‘) = -1 (for example, one can 
use the remark in [4, p. 1701 to see this). Here c,(y) is the Chern class of the Hopf 
bundle y: S4”-l + @ P2nm’. Since h is a map of degree (Y, by using the results in (3.3) 
and (1.5), we can show that the Witt class of torsion linking form of 
L 4nm’(a; l,l,. . . , 1) is w( l/cy) E W(Q/Z). Furthermore, the invariant w( G, S4n-‘, 0) 
is actually a form over Q with matrix (-1) and hence Theorem 1.3 yields 
Lk( S4*-’ ) = 0 (as it should be). 
3.6. Remark. It was shown in [I] that Lk(L4”m’(a; r,, . , T?~)) = w(r, . . . r2,,/a) 
under the hypotheses that a is an odd number. But their proof actually works for 
an arbitrary N. 
Alternatively, we can also prove the same result by using the arguments in Example 
3.5. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By (2.5), ?IB is a disjoint union of X and lens spaces 
L 4n-‘(a,; r{, . . . , rJ2,), j = 1, 2, . . , s. Hence it follows from (1.5) that 
dw(B)=-{Lk(X)+Lk(L4”p’(a,;r~,...,r~,) 
+. . + Lk( L4”-‘(a,; ri . . . ri,)}. 
By applying Lemma 3.4 and Remark 3.6, we obtain 
Lk(X)=-{w(r:...r:,/a,)+...+w(rl...rr,/n,)}-aw(G,X,e), 
and the proof is complete. 0 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.4. 
A direct proof of Theorem 1.4 which can be done by modifying results and 
techniques in Sections 2 and 3 enables us to see geometrically how the singularities 
fit to the formula. But it is longer than even that of Theorem 1.3. In this section, 
we demonstrate an alternative proof of Theorem 1.4 by using the expression of a 
Seifert manifold via plumbing. 
First of all we outline some known results which will be needed in this section 
(see [7] for further details). Let M+ M/G be the Seifert fibration. Let XT,. . , XT 
be the singularities of M. Let T,, . . , T, be disjoint invariant tubular neighborhoods 
of orbits G(x,), . . , G(x,) and MC,= M-int(T, u T,u. . .u T,). Then M,+ M,/G 
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is a principal circle bundle over a connected surface with non-empty boundary. 
Hence there exists a cross-section S = MO. Let S, = S n d T,, then S, is a curve in “7; 
which is homologous in 7; to some multiple P,G(x,) of the central curve of T,. Let 
LX, be the order of the isotropy group GX,. Let g be the genus of the surface M/G. 
Then the non-normalized Seifert invariant is the collection of numbers 
(g: (a,, PA,.. . 3 C% P.v)). 
They satisfy g 2 0, a;- a 1, gCd(aj, pi) = 1. We permit /3, to be positive, negative, or 
zero (if LYE = 1). 
The Seifert invariant is not unique. The following operations are allowed; (i) 
permute the indices; (ii) add or delete a Seifert pair (1,O); (iii) replace (LY,, B,), 
(ap, /3k) by (~yi, @j + maj), ((ok, Pk - rna,J for some m E Z. 
The number e(M) = --C:=, (@j/ aj), which is an invarant of the Seifert manifold 
by (iii), is called the Euler number of M. If M is a genuine circle bundle then e(M) 
is the usual Euler number. 
Expand cyj//3, into a continued fraction a;_lpj = bj, - (bj, - l/( bj3 -. . . 
-l/&J. . .,=[b,,,.. ., b,,)]. Let P(r) be a plumbed 4-manifold by the following 
weighted tree r: 
b b 12 II_. 
b I rn , . . __o 
b r* b \,,I, -. . .__O 
The [g] above means that the corresponding bundle being plumbed is the bundle 
of Euler number 0 over a surface genus g; all other bundles are bundles of Euler 
number b, over the sphere S’. 
4.1. Theorem ([7]). (i) The matrix A(T) ofintersection form 
can be diagonalized as 
diag(e (M); d,,, . . . ,4,,; b, . . . , L,: . . . , d,,j, 
with djk = [ bjk, bjk+l, . . . 7 bj,l. 
(ii) M is the boundary ofP(T). 
of the 4-manifold P(r) 
4.2. Suppose (V, f) is a rational form and Lc V is a free Z-module such that 
LOQ= Vandf(x,y)~Zforallx,y~L.IfL~denotestheZ-module{x~ V)f(x,y)~ 
Z for all y E L}, then the map ~3: W(Q) + W(Q/Z) of (1.6) actually is a homomorphism 
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defined by a( V, f) = (L#/L, f), where J‘(x/ L, y/L) = pf(x, y) E Q/Z, and p is the 
reduction Q + O/Z. 
Let a and b be relatively prime non-zero integers and suppose (a/b) denotes the 
Witt class of the rational form represented by (Q[,f), where f(& 5) = a/b. Let 5 = bc 
and L = {kc 1 k E Z}. Then L# is a Z-module generated by {( k/ab)& k’c 1 k, k’ E Z} 
and hence L#/L={(k/ub)llk= ub (mod l), kEZ}. On the other hand, f((l/ub)f; 
(l/ub)Q = (l/ub)2f(b[, 65) = l/ah. 
Z/ubZ = Z/u22 0 Z/bP and the generators of the summands are b(l/ab)J and 
u(l/ub)<. Moreover, f(b(l/ub)l, b(l/ub)[) = b*(l/ub) = b/u and f(u(l/ub)& 
a( l/ub){) = u/b. Hence the Witt classes of finite forms restricted to the summands 
are w(u/b) and w(b/u). 
We summarize these facts in the following: 
4.3. Lemma. (i) a(b/u) = l/ub. 
(ii) w(ub)= w(b/u)+ w(u/b). 
4.4. Lemma. Let [b,, . . . , b,] = b, - l/(b,- . . . - l/b,) . . .) be thecontinuedfruction 
of a/P and d, = [b,, . . . , b,] for j = 1,2,. . . , m. Then we have 
iN(d . .O(d,)) = w@/(y), 
where (d,) denotes the form over Q with matrix (d,). 
Proof. 
d, = b, - l/d,, = cu/p, 
dz=bz-1/d3=(b2d3-l)/d3, 
dj = b,- l/d,+, = (bjd,+, - l)/dj+,, 
d, = b,. 
It follows from Lemma 4.3 that 
a(d,)+a(d,)++ . .+a(d,)+. . .+a(d,)= 
= ~(l/‘~P)+w(l/(d3(b2d3-l)))+. ’ .+w(l/(dj+,(bjd,+,-l))+. . . 
+ w(l/d,) 
={w(P/~)+w(~/P)}+{w(d3/(b2d~-l))+w((b2d3-l)/d3)}+. . . 
+{w(dj+,/(b,d,+,-1)+W((bjdj+~-l)/d,+,)}+. . .+~~(l/dm) 
= w(P/CY)+{W((Y/P)+W(l/d2)}+‘. .+{w(b,-l/dj+,) 
+ w(l/dj+,)l+ * . .+{w(L, -l/L)+ w(ll4n)l 
= w@/(Y). q 
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. Since P(r) is homotopic to the one point union of copies 
of the sphere S2 and a surface of genus g, from the comology exact sequence of 
(P(r), M) with rational coefficients, we have the following exact sequence: 
0 + Q2R + Q’” --+ H2( P(T), M) 
JI H2( P( I-)) * Q2g + a;p2g + 0. 
Thus we have 
U(M) = -aA (by 1.5) 
=-a(e(h4))-{a(&,)+* . .+a(d,,,)}-. . . 
-{a(4,)+. . .+t~(cl&} (by Theorem 4.1) 
=--w(l/pq)-w(p,/cy,)-. . .-~(@~/a,) (by Lemma 4.4). 0 
4.5. Example. Suppose A4 is a Seifert manifold with associated Seifert invariant 
(g: (a,,P,) ,..., (cY,,/~.~)). Then by [12], we have H,(M;Z)=Z2”0 
(Q,, HI Q, +. . . + Q, = 0, cx,Q, +P,H = 0). Furthermore, if M is assumed to be a 
homology sphere then it was shown in [7] that the determinant of the presentation 
matrix of H,(M;Z) is I((Y,(Y,. . .a,,)(CII, (p,/a,))=*l and hence CY,, cy2,. . , a, 
are pairwise coprime. 
Suppose the determinant of the presentation matrix is +l. Then e(M) = 
-l/(a,u, . . . a,). We thus have 
MM)= -{w(P,I~,)+. * .+w(P.,l~~)}-w(-l/(~, . . . a,)). (4.5a) 
Since LY,, (Y?, . . , a, are pairwise coprime, Lemma 4.3 gives rise to 
w(l/(a, . . . a,)) = w(a2. . . a,/cr,)-t W(cy,(YJ.. . a,/aJ 
t.. .+ w(a,a2. . . c&,/a,). (4Sb) 
By (4Sa) and (4Sb), we have 
L/c(M) = i {-w(p,/a,)+ W(cx,(Y2~ . . &, . . . a,/‘“;)> 
,=I 
= i {w([-pi+(a, . . . &, . . . a,)]/a,) 
,=I 
+ w([-pj(aI . . . ci,. . cr,)/q] 
x[-&+(a,. . . c$. . . Ly,)I/LyJ)} 
(by [3, p. 851). Since 
(a,. . a,) i (P,I~,)=Pl(~,~~~ Qs)+tp2(~,%~~. a,)+. . . 
,:I 
+/3,(a, . . . a,_,) = 1, 
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we have 
P,(Cr, . . . &;. . . a,) = 1 (mod a;-) for each j, (4.5c) 
and hence Lk( M) = 0. Similarly, we can show that Lk(M) is also zero for the case 
of det=-1. 
5. Realization of W(Q/Z) 
Let (8: (au,, PA.. . , ((Ye, Pk)) be any tuple of integers with g 2 0, a;- 3 1 for each 
j, and gcd(aj, p,) = 1 for each j. Then we can always construct a Seifert manifold 
with associated Seifert invariant (g: (a,, p,), . . . , ((Ye, Pk)) (see [6,9, 121). As an 
application of Theorem 1.4, we obtain the following realization theorem. 
5.1. Theorem For each element w( V, f) of W(Q/Z), there exists a Seifert manifold 
M such that Lk(M) = w( V,f). 
Proof. It is well known [l, 31 that if IF, denotes the field with p elements, p a prime, 
then W(Q/Z) is isomorphic to eP W(lF,). Therefore, if w( V,f) is an element of 
W(QP) then w( V,f) = wGU~~,fi)+~ . .+ w(Z/pk,fk) for some prime numbers 
PI,..., Pk, where J; is the rank one form defined by J;( l/p,, l/p,) = b,/p, for some 
integer bi < p,. 
Let u/ u be CF=, (b,/p,) expressed in lowest term. We can always choose an integer 
n such that n2 is relatively prime to u. Let m = n* - uv. Then m is also relatively 
prime to 2). 
Note that pi is relatively prime to bi for each i. Suppose M is a Seifert manifold 
with associated Seifert invariant (0: (p,, -b,), . . . , (pk. -bk), (v*, -m)). Then the 
Euler number of M is 
- ii, (-b,/p,)+(-m/v2) =u/v+m/v2=(m+uv)/v2=n2/v2 
I 
and hence Lk( M) = w( b,/p,) +. . .+~(b~/p~)-w(l/(uv)~). Since w(l/(uv)‘)=O 
(note: a Witt class w(Z/m, f) = 0 if and only if m is a square), we have Lk(M) = 
w(V,f). 0 
5.2. Remark. Suppose w( V,f) is an element of W(Q/Z) such that w( V,f) = 
w(b,/p,)+- . .+w(bk/pk) and b,=(p, . . .jii.. . p,)(IIIOd pi) for each i, and let m = 
q*-(Pl.. . pk), where q is an integer that is relatively prime to (pl . . . pk). Then 
the Witt class of a torsion linking form of a Seifert manifold M with associated 
Seifert invariant (0: ((PI ’ ’ ’ pk), -I), . . . , (( p1 ’ f ’ pk)2, -m)) is 
-w(-l/(p, . . . Pk))-w(-m/(pl ” ‘pk)2)-ww(1/(pI ” ‘pkq)2)= 
= W(P2 ’ ’ ’ Pk/PI)+- ’ ‘+‘+‘(P, ’ * ’ Pk--1/Pk) by (4%) 
= w(b,lp,) +. ’ '+'dbk/Pk)= ‘dV,f). 
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In other words, w( V,f) is the Witt class of a torsion linking form of a Seifert 
manifold with only two singular orbits of high degree of complexity. We believe 
that any element of W(O/Z) could be realized by a Seifert manifold with a few 
singular orbits of high degree of complexity. 
In concluding, we add the following question: Compute the Witt classes of torsion 
linking forms of closed oriented (4n - 1)-manifolds admitting codimension two toral 
actions such that all isotropy groups are finite. In [lo], a Seifert invariant of this 
kind of manifold was defined. Hence it is reasonable to expect that the Witt class 
w(X, 7+-j) can be expressed in terms of the general Seifert invariant. 
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